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Community raises voice on noise ordinance
New amendment will restrict gatherings 24 hours a day,
require permits 15 days in advance
By GRACE THOMPSON
The Breeze

On Aug. 23, after two hours of public discussion, City Council
passed a noise ordinance that changes the current restrictions
from 10 p.m. through 7 a.m. to all hours of the day. More
specifically, it restricted any social gathering with 10 or more
guests to exceed 65 decibels when measured from another
person’s place of residence.
There are plenty of exemptions to this new rule listed on the
agenda, such as religious meetings and anything protected by
the first amendment. The ordinance also says that if a social
gathering has 100 or more people in attendance, it can’t use
sound amplifying equipment without registering the event to
the city manager 15 days prior to the event.
Many students and members of the community attended the
meeting. City Attorney Chris Brown
showed a video from April 2016 of
Harrisonburg Police Department
body camera footage at a daytime
party. Public urination, violence,
overcrowding and disrespect toward
officers were featured throughout the
footage.
Police Chief Stephen Monticelli
said there’s a shortage of officers at
the HPD, and noise complaints take
manpower away from issues such as
domestic violence, rape and other
crimes.
Vice Mayor, City
“Right now, I’m 15 officers down,”
Monticelli said. “Until I get that
staffing full … My officers are working
24/7.”
Ultimately, Mayor Chris Jones and the councilmen voted
unanimously to put this ordinance into place. In order to
educate members of the community, HPD and SGA will do

Knock and Talks, going door to door to help explain the new
rules to everyone, beginning Thursday. The decibel limit is in
effect immediately. To give people enough time to become
educated and obtain permits for mass parties, that part of the
amendment won’t be in effect until September 15.
Once the amendment takes effect, all residents who violate
the ordinance, including those in attendance but not hosting an
event, could be charged with a Class 3 Misdemeanor and have
to serve 50 hours of community service.
After Monticelli spoke about issues within the police
department and why this amendment would benefit them,
Harrisonburg resident Diane Perry spoke about why she wanted
the ordinance to pass as well. Perry thinks students have a poor
attitude toward their college experience.
“The students feel they are entitled to large parties,” Perry said.
“They feel they are entitled to make as much noise as possible.
I think they feel they are
entitled to not clean up trash,
to be drunk and disorderly,
to cause problems in the
community.”
Lauren Penrod, the owner
of Midtowne Market &
Bottle Shop and a resident
of downtown Harrisonburg,
argued that residents should
have expected that when
they decided to move to a
college town.
“I was a student; I came
of Harrisonburg
here 18 years ago to attend
JMU,” Penrod said. “I did
things that many other
students do. Now I’m living amongst them. When we moved
into this neighborhood we knew what we were getting into.”

“We hear no horror stories of
how this has led to abusive
prosecution of citizens or legions
of people getting written up for
seemingly minor offenses.”
Richard Baugh

RACHEL OWENS / THE BREEZE

The new noise ordinance restricts social gatherings of 10-plus people to under 65 dBA.

Downtown
democracy
Local business owner and JMU alumnus hopes to
represent all groups in Harrisonburg
By EMMY FREEDMAN AND JULIA NELSON
The Breeze

Entrepreneurial spirit takes on a new meaning with Paul Somers: the JMU alumnus
(’04) runs a business, a family and a city council campaign.
“I sleep very little,” Somers, 35, said. “I’ve had to really do quite a balancing act the
last year or two.”
While Somers has never considered himself much of a political person, he’s long

been active in the arts culture of Harrisonburg. He opened the downtown restaurant
and music venue, The Golden Pony, in 2015; he hosts the annual Skatan Worshipers
makeshift skateboarding art show and organizes the Super Gr8 film festival. When his
friend pointed out that these were all political acts to some extent, Somers took a leap
of faith.
“When I started to think about it in that context, it started to make more sense to me
as to why somebody like myself would be valuable to city council,” Somers said. “I have
a house here, a business and a family.”
And while Somers, who’s running as a Democrat, believes that Harrisonburg is already
a progressive city, he asserts he could help bring the city’s diversity to the forefront and
make downtown a more vibrant location. He saw evidence of this at the Democratic
caucus for city council was held on Monday, June 13, with a record-breaking turnout
of over 200 people.
“I’m a younger candidate in the community and I’ve excited a lot of people,” Somers
said. “Lots of people with tattoos and piercings [came]. Just lots of people who look like
they haven’t been to City Hall before and that was really exciting.”
Somers’ community involvement makes him able to resonate with the student
population in Harrisonburg, according to Carter Black, the JMU campus organizer for the
Democratic Party of Virginia. She helps educate students about all Democrats on the ballot in
Harrisonburg this year, including the three Democratic candidates running for city council.

Ready to strike
Women’s soccer team shoots to repeat title
By HARRY HOLTZCLAW
The Breeze

CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

Forward Steffi Page dribbles through the Northwestern University defense.

Coming off a 2015 season in which they captured their fourth CAA
Championship, the Dukes are looking to win back-to-back titles for the first
time in school history. Last year, JMU was seeded third in the conference
tournament when they took down the two top seeds on their way to
winning the championship and making an NCAA tournament appearance.
Star forward Ashley Herndon, the Preseason Player of the Year for the

see NOISE, page 3

COURTESY OF PAUL SOMERS

JMU alumus Paul Somers (’04) is launching his
see SOMERS, page 8 first campaign for Harrisonburg city council.

CAA, will return for the Dukes. Herndon is a senior at JMU who spent her
spring playing in England. She hopes to graduate early this December and
pursue professional soccer career. Herndon has had an incredible career
at JMU; her accolades include winning 2013 CAA Rookie of the Year,
leading the CAA in assists as a sophomore and ranking third nationally
with eight game-winning goals last season.
But the Dukes will need more than the 5-foot-7- inch striker from
Ashburn, Virginia, to repeat their success. Senior midfielder Allie Bunner
and freshman forward Haley Crawford will play big roles for the reigning
CAA champions. Bunner, who made the All-CAA team in 2015, will be a
vital offensive force for the Dukes. She will be joined by an impressive
group of incoming freshmen, headlined by Crawford. Crawford scored
a goal in her first collegiate game and has caught the attention of head
coach Dave Lombardo.
“Through preseason so far, it has been a pretty close
race, but Haley Crawford has emerged from the pack of
freshmen that we have and has been impactful,” Lombardo said.
see SOCCER, page 10
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Thursday, August 25
•

National Theatre Live Presents:
“The Audience” @ Court
Square Theater, 4 p.m. and
7:35 p.m.

•

Parking Permit Pickup @
Lakeside Service Dr. near
Parking Services, 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.

Serving James Madison University Since 1922

Event Calendar
Saturday, August 27
•

Dining Halls Open @
on-campus dining facilities,
midnight

•

Harrisonburg Farmers’ Market
@ Turner Pavilion, 8 a.m. to 1
p.m.

•

Ag Day @ Green Valley Book
Fair, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.

•

Antebellum House Tour @
382 High St., Dayton, Va., 1-5
p.m.

•

Blend Creative Showcase @
Brothers Craft Brewing,
7:30-10:30 p.m.

Friday, August 26
•

Dog (and Cat) Days of Summer
@ 1688 Port Republic Rd., 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m.

•

Local Jazz Band @ Wolfe St.
Brewing Co., 7-9 p.m.

•

Salsaburg Club @ The Artful
Dodger Coffeehouse & Cocktail
Lounge, 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.

•

First Year Students’ Assessment
Day @ JMU’s Campus, All Day

Monday, August 29

Sunday, August 28
•

Trivia Night @ Wolfe St.
Brewing Co., 6-8 p.m.

•

First Day of Classes @ JMU,
All Day

•

Dog Days Swim @
Westover Park, Noon-1:30
p.m. and 1:30-3 p.m.

•

Scholarly Writers
Lockdown @ Rose Library,
12:30-4:30 p.m.

•

“Captain Fantastic” @
Court Square Theater, 2
p.m., 4 p.m. and 7:15 p.m.

•

Karaoke Night @ Dave’s
Taverna, 9-midnight.

•

Live Music @ The Golden
Pony, 9-midnight.

Tuesday, August 30

Wednesday, August 31

•

Harrisonburg Farmer’s Market @
Turner Pavilion, 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.

•

Bingo Night @ Wolfe St.
Brewing Co., 8-10 p.m.

•

From Ruin to Recovery: Fundraiser
for West Virginia @ Pale Fire
Brewing Co., 7-8:30 p.m.

•

•

Life Program Information Session
@ OIP Conference Room, 4-5 p.m.

Ruby’s Open Mic Night
presented by Blue
Sprocket Sound @ Ruby’s,
9 p.m. to 12 a.m.

•

•

Trivia Night @ Dave’s Taverna,
7:30-8:30 p.m.

Open Mic Night hosted by
Chris Alan @ The Artful
Dodger Coffeehouse &
Cocktail Lounge, 9-11 p.m.

CARTOON: LET’S GET SQUIRRELY

CHELSEA CROUCH / THE BREEZE

Across
1 Not very exciting
5 “__ the east, and Juliet ... “
9 King whose gift became a curse
14 Tiny bit
15 One pulling in pushers
16 Amtrak express
17 GLUTEN-free fare
19 1983 Woody Allen film
20 Schoolyard “I’ll show you!”
21 Scholarly
23 Like some headphones
24 Better at heeling, say
26 GLUTEN-free fare
32 “GoodFellas” fellowship
35 Breaks
36 Duffel bag filler, in a thriller
37 Sandwich guy?
39 Take care of
41 “Don’t forget ... “
42 Singer Nicks
44 Modernists, informally
46 Mind reader?
47 GLUTEN-free fare
50 Alma __
51 Lacking the knack
55 Supposed bringer of bad luck
59 Mimosa family tree
60 Gas used in flashtubes
61 GLUTEN-free fare

By Jeff Stillman
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Editorial Staff

64 Chilean range
65 K thru 12
66 Radius neighbor
67 “It could happen”
68 Father of Thor
69 Padre’s brothers
Down
1 Summer genre
2 Atkinson of British comedy
3 More than just apologize
4 Bill for shots
5 Scoop or poop
6 With 63-Down, meditative discipline
7 Org. that takes many forms
8 Blueprint
9 Lively Polish dance
10 Like most cupcakes
11 Pastrami provider
12 Came down
13 Guru
18 Bandanna kin
22 Place for family game night
24 Arial, for one
25 Attendance record spoiler
27 Regular hourly rate
28 Genetic letters
29 Any one of the Arans
30 Big name in audio products
31 Beijing blight

Find the answers online at: breezejmu.org/site/crossword_answers
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43 Epic
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48 Multichannel
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52 Bacteria in a produce recall
53 Brahms’ instrument
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Food for thought

IN BRIEF
HARRISONBURG

Students and staff discuss new food, location and atmosphere of temporary D-Hub building

Aspen Heights closes
community pool

By MOLLY O’TOOLE
The Breeze

According to a post on the Aspen
Heights Instagram page, the apartment
complex’s swimming pool has been
closed until further notice.
The announcement was made on
August 23, citing “destruction of property,
disrespect to office staff, and safety
precautions” as the reasons for the
closing. The post went on to say that “the
pool is Aspen Heights’ pride and joy and
we hope that we can open it again soon.”

Sidewalks near campus
to be closed for blasting
From August 25 through September,
sections of sidewalk from Mason Street
to Main Street and from Grace Street to
Martin Luther King Blvd. will be closed
for blasting, according to a message from
Madison Alert.
The blasting periods will take place
Monday through Friday from 1:30-2
p.m. Vehicle and pedestrian traffic may
be stopped during the blasting periods
temporarily. Occupants of buildings
nearby will be directed to use alternative
entrances and exits during the blasting.
A horn system will be in place to alert
pedestrians of the blasting. According to
the Madison Alert, “There will be 3 horn
blows 1 minute before the blast. The blast
will then be detonated. After we have
inspected the blast area and know that
everything is clear we will blow 1 long
horn blow to signal an all clear. The horn
used may be audible up to a half mile
away.”

JAMES ALLEN / THE BREEZE

An Aramark employee cooks pasta at D-Hub. The new facility, although a temporary industrial tent, has
an open feeling and provides students with a sunlit dining experience while D-Hall is being renovated.

Never fear, buffalo mash and grilled cheese
Thursdays are still here. JMU’s about to kick off
the 2016-17 school year with some new changes.
D-Hub, JMU’s newest dining hall, opened
August 2.
While the development offers features that
are new to JMU dining, students will find some
of the old charm of D-Hall.
The Madison Sizzles menu features homestyle
chicken sandwiches, burgers and grilled hot
dogs. This is a popular menu during the lunch
hour. The Cafe Roma menu has a variety of pizza
options from cheese to eggplant parmesan.
There are also two new menus for students
and faculty to try out. Southwestern’s menu
offers made-to-order tacos with rice, corn and
beans as toppings. Its nacho bar offers a variety
of salsas.
The True Balance menu offers gluten and
allergen-free options with made-to-order pasta.
Onions, a variety of peppers and mushrooms
are a few of the toppings provided.
Unlike D-Hall, D-Hub features two outside
pick-up windows for food on the go. Both the
Madison Sizzles menu and the Cafe Roma menu
will be available at the pick-up window. D-Hub’s
outdoor seating will open August 29.
D-Hub is a temporary fix for the new D-Hall,
which will be finished by the fall of 2018.
Although it’s a temporary location, students
say it gives a permanent feel when dining inside.
“Instead of being a tent like I was expecting,
the structure feels solid,” Allison Tipsord, a
senior interdisciplinary liberal studies major,
said. “I feel like I am in a JMU building and not
something that is only temporary.”
D-Hub features an open layout that gives
students the opportunity to dine in a bright
see D-HUB, page 4

WXJM radio temporarily removed from the air
Student run station will broadcast online only following repeated federal indecency violations
Student radio station WXJM is under a temporary
radio broadcasting constriction, citing continuous Federal
Communications Commission indecency violations. These
changes are occurring because WXJM hasn’t been able to
control these violations, which have been occurring more than
once a day. Student shows will be broadcast exclusively online
this fall.
WXJM offers independent music and student talk shows
throughout the week. While WXJM is off the air, Possum

Radio, a bluegrass station, will broadcast from the station’s
FM frequency. Possum Radio usually plays a default loop for
WXJM, used when there aren’t any shows on the air.
“Once we integrate our CD library into an online database
with which to select FCC clean, independent music, regular
student broadcasts will return to the FM frequency,” WXJM
student executives said in an email obtained by The Breeze.
WXJM is organizing a new program that will offer
incentives and opportunities for those who will give to the

NOISE | ‘We are going to do our best to work
with the city ... and educate students about this.’

new system.
“Please do not view this only as a restriction but as an
incentive to contribute efforts towards creating a new system
and subsequently getting a station that is more representative
of us back on the air,” the email said.
The WXJM website appears to have been removed. When typing
in the URL, a blank WordPress page appears.
-staff report

Students spend
nearly $1 million
on food, drinks
Parents and relatives contributed around $11
million to Harrisonburg last year
By MATT D’ANGELO
The Breeze

ABBEY BLOUCH / THE BREEZE

Harrisonburg City Council voted unanimously to pass an ordinance tightening noise restrictions throughout the day starting Sept. 15. The
restriction classifies violations as a Class 3 Misdemeanor, and those attending or hosting events without a permit could face community service.
from front

Vice Mayor Richard Baugh believes
the noise ordinance will be effective
because it’s worked well in other college
towns, such as Blacksburg.
“We hear no horror stories of how this
has led to abusive prosecution of citizens
or legions of people getting written up for
seemingly minor offenses,” Baugh said.
After the two-hour meeting, JMU
Student Body President Matthew Mueller

talked about his reaction to the new
ordinance.
“It’s not something I was really
surprised about,” Mueller said. “We
[SGA] are going to do our best to work
with the city in order to help them out,
and educate students about this.”
Junior finance major Jenny DePrado
said she was upset about the outcome
and that it seemed directed toward
students.
“I think they’re targeting JMU students

just because of the day parties we have
and they feel like they might be disruptive,
but [I feel that] no one is going to call the
cops on any Harrisonburg residents for
having family parties or barbecues that
actually go against the noise ordinance,”
DePrado said. “It’s not fair and I don’t
feel like we are being represented equally
by the people making this decision.”
CONTACT Grace Thompson at
thompsgc@dukes.jmu.edu.

For Harrisonburg restaurants
like Buffalo Wild Wings and
Clementine Cafe, the start of
a new semester means more
students, more sales and more
profits compared to the summer.
At BWW’s weekly trivia nights,
students “have to come early
because if they show up right
at nine, I already got 15 parties
on the way, and this place is
completely packed,” Mark
Schulte, manager of BWW, said.
A recent study conducted by
the Weldon Cooper Center for
Public Service, an economic
research organization based in
Charlottesville, found that JMU
students spent approximately
$169 million last year in the city
of Harrisonburg, a 27 percent
increase from 2009.
BWW is certainly no exception
to students’ increased spending,
as the restaurant has seen an
estimated 15 percent increase
in sales when students have
returned to Harrisonburg for the
school year, according to Schulte.
A surprising result of the study
was that bar and restaurant
spending was just over $800,000
in 2015. To put that number
in perspective, that’s around

160,000 orders of sticky nugs
from Billy Jack’s Wing & Draft
Shack, almost 89,000 orders of
cheesy bread from Chanello’s
or 200,000 Jimmy John’s
sandwiches.
Weldon Cooper also found
that visitors of JMU students
like parents and relatives
spent around $11 million in
Harrisonburg last year. For Mike
Comfort, the general manager
for the Clementine Cafe, these
sales have a big impact on the
restaurant’s sales.
“We definitely see huge sales
increases on weekends when
parents are here,” Comfort said.
“Which is pretty much every
weekend after the first few weeks
of school.”
Terry Rephann, one of the
main authors behind the study,
attributes much of this growth
in spending to the number of
students coming to JMU.
“The university has been growing in enrollment so you have
more students and more university
spending,” Rephann said.
Rephann, who has done many
studies for the Virginia Better Business Bureau, worked
with JMU’s Office of Institutional
Research to study JMU’s increased
see IMPACT, page 4
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What’s new at JMU

Students new and old have likely noticed construction and changes to JMU’s campus and the Harrisonburg community. From new dining
options to academic buildings and everything in between, here are some of the biggest additions around town.
By ALYSSA MILLER
The Breeze
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CHBS Building

Off-Campus

The new College of Health and Behavioral Studies building, located between the Student Success Center and
the Grace Street Parking Deck, will house space for communication sciences and disorders, health sciences,
nursing and social work majors. It will provide a speech, language and hearing clinic as well as nursing simulation
laboratories, a home environment lab, study areas and two large lecture halls that can seat 165 students each.

The old Buffalo Wild Wings location on S. Main St. has been replaced by Brickhouse Tavern, which is now open
to the public and serves a variety of pizza and wings. The restaurant also offers brunch specials as a Bloody Mary
bar, as previously reported by The Breeze. An Olive Garden and a Krispy Kreme are in the works, but neither
have arrived in the City of Harrisonburg. A new Forever 21 pop-up store has been added to Valley Mall.

CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE
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UREC Renovation

Dining

Over the summer, the old portion of UREC has been completely renovated. The original building will now feature
an adventure center with a climbing wall, bouldering wall and instructional space, a bicycle repair center and a place
to check out outdoor equipment, according to the UREC website. There will be new instructional rooms for cooking
and lifeguarding classes, and gender neutral and staff locker rooms have been added. A meditation room has also
been added, and a wellness suite for massages and training as well as small group exercise. There will also be a
club room and a squash court in the building. The former main gym has been divided into two smaller sports forums
and a pathway to the renovated area has been constructed. Traffic renovations include an expanded parking lot for
all visitors, another parking lot with additional handicap spaces and a traffic turnaround for buses and carpool.

Following the destruction of D-Hall in preparation for extensive renovations, the temporary D-Hub building has been
opened to provide a temporary dining hall. In addition to D-Hub, a stand-alone Chick-fil-A has been added on Bluestone Drive.
Two food trucks will be driving around campus: Nacho Papi’s will serve “gourmet tacos, nachos and rice bowls,” according
to the JMU Dining Services website, and Fueled, a student-run and created truck, will focus on nutritious local food. In
addition to smoothies, the UREC Cafe will now accept punches and offer both savory and dessert crepes, rice bowls and
salads, and Starbucks coffee. The Grace Street Market will offer all-day breakfast sandwiches and Madison Grill will accept
punches all semester rather than just three times along with a new menu. The Bistro 1908 dining room will be opened to all
stations in the Student Success Center due to a new system that allows students to be paged when their food is ready.

IMPACT | JMU spending increased
to more than $480 million last year

D-HUB | ‘I think the food has
surpassed D-Hall so far,’ student says

JAMES ALLEN / THE BREEZE

D-Hub opened on August 2 with classic dishes and two new menu options for students. The Southwestern menu
features made-to-order tacos and a nacho bar. The True Balance menu features gluten and allergen-free options.
CHELSEA CROUCH / THE BREEZE

from page 3

economic footprint.
Rephann and OIR also found
that JMU spent more than $480
million last year in total spending,
an increase of 7 percent from
2009. JMU also employed over
3,700 full and part-time faculty
and staff.
All of this activity from the
university generated over $39
million in state and local tax
revenue.
“The primary effect of the

from page 3

institution is the spending of the
university in the community. And
also the students — the students
are a big part of that,” Rephann
said.
In years past, these impact
studies have been conducted by
OIR, but this one was outsourced
to Weldon Cooper for an in-depth
look from a third party, according
to Associate Director David Chase.
“Weldon Cooper is ver y
established and had done some
very good, thorough studies,”
Chase said, “more extensive than

some of our own in-house studies
in years past.”
As students return to
Harrisonburg this semester,
spending at local businesses will
increase — an effect already felt
by Schulte.
Schulte said on Tuesday “for
lunch we were jammin’ a lot
more than normal and there was
a whole bunch of students in here.
Right off the bat, I felt it.”
CONTACT Matt D’Angelo at
breezecopy@gmail.com.

atmosphere.
“Perception is everything,” Matthew Gardner, food
service director of east campus, said. “When it looks
better, the food will taste better.”
According to Gardner, when food is prepared for
the day, it’s put in a window fridge so that students
and faculty can see the fresh food that’ll be served
throughout the day.
Timothy Henderson, a sophomore media arts
and design major, has been given the opportunity as
an Office of Residence Life trainee to eat in D-Hub
before the start of classes.
“I’ve been very impressed with D-Hub,” Henderson
said. “It’s a lot better than I was expecting, it looks

a lot nicer and I think that the food has surpassed
D-Hall so far. Good variety and better tasting so far
and it’s easy to get around.”
According to Angela Ritchie, marketing manager of
JMU dining services, the overall response to D-Hub
from students and guests who dined there over the
summer has been positive. Donna Erb, JMU dining
services employee, credits this to the food and the
service that’s offered.
“So much positivity; smiles, saying the food is as
great as ever if not even better and that the place
is bright and beautiful … It’s awesome food and
awesome service,” Erb said.
CONTACT Molly O’Toole at
breezenews@gmail.com.

See some of our summer
columns on page 11.
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JO TROMBADORE | cup o’ Jo

RISHMITA AICH | pride and prejudice

The Olympics showed there’s still discrimination in sports

Female athletes overcame criticism at Olympics

While not inherently
For those of you who don’t know, this isn’t
feminism. In fact, it’s quite the opposite. How
misogynistic, the 2016 Rio
ironic that these self-proclaimed champions of
Olympics have exposed the
women’s rights criticize society for telling women
blatant and inexcusable
what to think while also telling women what to
sexism that’s always plagued
think. Walsh Jennings has just as much right to say
sports coverage. While the
that she was born to have babies as she does to say
achievements of male athletes
that she was born to play volleyball, and the fact
are accredited to their personal
that she manages to beautifully do both should
strength and hard work, female
be applauded, not criticized. Seriously, what a
athletes go on the back burner
woman.
while sports commentators
At the same time, we see “feminist” magazines
praise husbands and male coaches for their
like Cosmopolitan running articles titled “Yes,
success.
Men Who Objectify Women Are Also More Likely
We also saw a skewed approach to female
to Assault Them” alongside articles titled “36 of the
athleticism in a recent Fox News segment that
Greatest Summer Olympic Bulges.” Sorry, Cosmo,
had two men discuss the importance of female
but if judging male athletes
Olympians wearing makeup,
based on “bulge-size” instead
and in a Chicago Tribune
Feminism is meant to
of athletic performance isn’t
headline that read, “Wife of
sexual objectification, I don’t
Bears’ Lineman Wins a Bronze
equalize the sexes,
know what is. Once again,
Medal Today in Rio Olympics,”
not to spitefully give
let me assure you, this isn’t
not to mention the rampant
real feminism in any sense.
criticism of gymnast Gabby
men a taste of their
And if there’s one thing a true
Douglas’ hair, the use of the
own sexist medicine.
feminist hates, it’s “feminists”
term “like a man” as some
who play into the “man-hater”
kind of intended compliment
stereotype.
to women (as if they could
Feminism is meant to
actually be as good as men,
equalize the sexes, not to
right?), and numerous other
spitefully give men a taste of their own sexist
sexist slurs.
medicine. Men and women alike are human
Thankfully, feminists around the world have
beings, not objects, and it’s time that both men
been quick to point out the repeated inconsistency
and women see each other as such. Indeed, this
between male and female sports coverage, in
ideology is at the very core of feminism.
hopes of holding us accountable and catalyzing
Regardless of gender, ethnicity or sexual
positive change. However, there are some so-called
orientation, it’s time to recognize that athletes are
“feminists” out there who’ve only further deepened
simply people doing their job. They aren’t sexual
the wound for female competitors.
objects, pawns or gods. We need to quit telling
In a recent interview, Kerri Walsh Jennings, a
women what to do based on the fact that they’re
U.S. volleyball player and three-time Olympic gold
women and stop trying to pit the sexes against
medalist, stated that she was “born to have babies
each other to do so. The sooner we can get on the
and play volleyball.” This seemingly innocent and
same team, the better.
self-reflective statement sent many faux-feminists
over the edge, criticizing Walsh Jennings for
conforming to the sexist expectation of society for
Jo Trombadore is a senior writing, rhetoric,
women to find purpose in reproducing. What a load and technical communication major. Contact
of bull.
Jo at trombaja@dukes.jmu.edu.

From fencing in a hijab to
tweets exclaiming the obvious, “Ergo, she swims like
shot putting with grace and
a woman.” Afterward, the Olympian’s foot must’ve
femininity, the Rio Olympics
solidly stuck in his mouth.
shattered the stereotypical
Standing in line for the women’s vault was Oksana
image of a “pinned-up” lady
Chusovitina, a 41-year-old veteran gymnast who
and showcased the versatile
smashed the competition with her risky yet almostprowess of a woman. The 2016
perfect “produnova” spin. The Olympics gave her
Rio Olympics could be the most
a platform through which her age and experience
feminist Olympics ever.
were looked upon as an asset. This is for all the
It all started with 20-year-old
women who’ve ever stood in line with younger
Chinese Swimmer Fu Yuanhui,
women and felt lesser for the way they look.
who won everybody’s hearts when she candidly
In addition to showcasing talent, the swarming
told the media that she was feeling a little under
supporters and the rightful media coverage also
the weather because she got her period right before
proved that all those cringeworthy moments when
her 400-meter relay. Her innocent remark stung
our diligent female athletes lost the spotlight to their
all the shortsighted people
husbands and male coaches
who’ve been stereotyping
are becoming things of the
It was a demonstration
Chinese women as conceited
past. However, the occasional
conservatives.
maelstroms of misogynistic
of oneness and an
Fu, who’s also known for
comments or sexist Freudian
inspirational tale for
her goofiness and humor,
slips still make me wonder
fearlessly spoke her mind on
how ingrained sexism is in
all future Ledeckys,
an international platform. She
our society. Are some of us so
who’ve witnessed the
thought very little of being
patriarchally brainwashed that
politically correct or falling
sexism has become a part of our
wonders of being an
prey to the stereotype of being
everyday jargon?
all-rounder woman.
the weaker gender due to
The spectacular display
natural bodily functions like
of unity in diversity at the
menstruation. And I consider
Olympics cut across all
her honesty a remarkable
cultures, differences and medal
moment in the history of feminism. Isn’t this a sign
rivalries. It was a demonstration of oneness and an
that we’re evolving from a culture of “hush-hush”
inspirational tale for all future Ledeckys, who’ve
into an enlightened bunch of individuals who can
witnessed the wonders of being an all-rounder
digest period talk?
woman.
Following Fu’s shock culture treatment was a
While some Olympians went beyond the
comment that triggered the Twitter troopers. U.S.
boundaries of competition and helped each
Olympic swimmer Ryan Lochte spilled a little bit of
other complete a race, others shattered the
his patriarchal prattle, as he talked about 200-meter
misconceptions of religious persecution and played
freestyle swimmer Katie Ledecky and said, “She
volleyball in hijabs and long pants. The extraordinary
swims like a guy. Her times are becoming good for
acts of sportsmanship displayed at the Olympics
a guy.”
assures me that we’re all heading toward a better,
NBC commentator Rowdy Gaines knew how
egalitarian world.
to make it right with a comment that stirred the
social media: “She swims like Katie Ledecky.” Along
Rishmita Aich is a junior media arts and design
with Gaines, the Olympian’s offensive jargon was
major. Contact Rishmita at aichrx@dukes.jmu.
slammed with a cascade of indignant feminist
edu.

ALLYN LETOURNEAU | Letournalism

Jokes about Harambe need to stop
In this day and age, it’s not uncommon for things to go viral on the internet,
gorilla rest in peace. Harambe has fallen into the same realm as the Michael Jordan crying face, the “Bush
escalating quickly and slowly declining due to people’s interests and the rapid
did 9/11” jokes — apparently Bush also did Harambe — and has even been polling in the presidential
circulation of information. A recent event, the death of Harambe the gorilla, did
election. In fact, some Australians have tried to elect Harambe as prime minister. Barstool Sports has an
exactly that.
entire section on their website to buy Harambe accessories and clothing. Frostees Apparel has “Justice for
In May, a 4-year-old boy fell into the gorilla enclosure at the
Harambe” basketball jerseys for sale, and although some of those proceeds are going
Cincinnati Zoo and was taken captive by the silverback gorilla,
toward helping wild gorilla conservation — which I wholeheartedly support — it’s
To go from a very
forcing the zoo staff to make the controversial decision to end
only sprouted from the social trend of Harambe and not over controversy of his death.
Harambe’s life.
Granted, I’m not the CEO of PETA or any other animal rights activists groups, but
serious nationwide
A video made its way to YouTube and immediately went viral.
transforming death into a meme in any sense is absolutely absurd. This trend is just an
debate on Harambe
People were outraged on both sides, debating whether or not
excuse to make a joke out of the gorilla, not actually to honor him. It’s also a platform
Harambe should’ve been tranquilized in order to save both lives
to excessively mock those who advocate for Harambe’s life. The humor has become
to making jokes out
or if it was the right decision made to protect the child’s life. Other issues arose in the
dark, backward and, quite frankly, it’s old.
of him isn’t letting the
conversation as well, questioning whether or not gorillas should be in zoos or if the
I’m definitely guilty of laughing at a few of the Harambe jokes that come across my
parents were at fault for being irresponsible with their child.
social media based on how ridiculous they are, but making these jokes can translate
gorilla rest in peace.
However, according to Google Trends, about a month after the initial controversy
to our actual lives and how we perceive death in general. We have no problem joking
over Harambe’s death, the topic made a comeback, but not for the ethical reasons it
about the death of a gorilla, but would we do the same if it was one of our relatives or
had originally gone viral.
friends? When someone dies, they aren’t made into jokes or memes and Harambe
The silverback gorilla is now an internet meme, becoming the source of a
should have the same respect.
multitude of idiotic and inappropriate jokes. The Cincinatti Zoo staff recently stated that they would like
Rest in peace, Harambe. I hope there’s no internet in the gorilla afterlife.
the memes and jokes to end. They’ve gone to lengths of deleting their Twitter account in order to avoid
the memes and pictures of Harambe they receive on any tweet, regardless of the subject.
Allyn Letourneau is a junior biophysical chemistry major. Contact Allyn at letourag@dukes.jmu.
To go from a very serious nationwide debate on Harambe to making jokes out of him isn’t letting the
edu.

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions through
letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250 words. Guest
columns must be no more than 650 words.

A “thanks-for-continuinggreat-culture” pat to ORL.
From a former FrOG who’s
excited to meet new first years.

A “Merry-Christmas-inAugust” pat to Lowe’s for the
surprise refrigerator delivery.
From a happy group of seniors.

A “why-now?” dart to my car
for flaking on me on my way to
work.
From someone who doesn’t
want to deal with this the week
before classes start.

A “you’ve-got-to-bekidding-me” dart to the
sickness I’m getting.
From a senior who just wants to
enjoy her last FrOG week.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

A “you’re-so-lucky-butsucks-you-couldn’texperience-D-Hall” pat to
all the incoming freshmen
embarking on their JMU
adventure. Enjoy every second
of this journey and the dining
halls that remain.
From a nostalgic, super jealous
2013 grad.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail and
must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current student
(or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place of residence
if author is not a JMU student.
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ARMIN HARACIC | contributing columnist

We must fight ISIS ideology

The Facebook Trending page has now become the most terrifying thing on the internet since the College
Islam ideology due to the societal strain of a 17.3 percent immigrant unemployment rate, with the largest
Board. Mainly because we never know when our routine check up on the likes counter for our beach photos
population of Muslims in Europe, most of which disproportionately live in France’s most impoverished
with beagles dressed as Bernie Sanders is going to turn into a nerve-wracking refresh session when we see
and isolated districts. France perpetuates further isolation thanks to policies such as a 2004 ban on Islamic
that red “live” marker next to a truck attack in France, a shooting in Orlando or a bombing in Turkey.
headscarves in the classroom and a 2010 ban on face covering veils. Because some may feel that France
Almost every week this summer we’ve heard news of violence that ISIS takes responsibility for, and if
is actively working against their religion, coupled with their very minimal economic opportunity, Islamic
you’re like me and spend up to four hours nerve-wrackingly staring at CNN’s Twitter page, you might believe
radicalism, with its promises of “communion” and “the chance to make a difference,” can seem greatly
that we’re in the middle of World War III. Many would argue that ISIS’s increased global presence needs to
attractive to many a disenfranchised European.
be met with a more direct U.S. Military response, notably Republican candidate Donald
Nonetheless, Swarthmore College professor George Lakey outlined a non-violent
Trump, who stated that we needed “20,000 to 30,000” troops in Iraq and Syria to defeat
methodology for fighting international terrorism that has been known to be successful;
It’s important that we
ISIS. He echoed these statements in his RNC speech by stating, “We are going to defeat
one that attempts to address the internal issues that spur individuals to inhabit radical
focus on supressing the
the barbarians of ISIS and we’re going to defeat them fast.”
ideology. The method included emphasizing infrastructure and reducing cultural
What many don’t seem to realize is that the spike in global terrorism appears to bear
marginalization in order to increase economic opportunities and social inclusivity for
spread of ISIS-esque
little to no correlation with military victories or setbacks in Iraq and Syria. Fred Kaplan,
vulnerable disenfranchised minorities such as France’s Muslim population.
ideology both within
author of “Dark Territory: The Secret History of Cyber War,” states that, “Though the
Lakey also called for the move toward “police as peace officers” via increased
two strands of ISIS operations — military operations in the Levant and terrorist strikes
community policing in order to reduce the social distance between police and their
the borders of America
abroad — are part of the same overall goal, they are run as separate enterprises.” Many
patrolled neighborhoods. Lakey showcased the Icelandic unarmed police as successful
and its allies as well as
of the recent well-covered international terrorist attacks were in fact carried out by
examples of this tenant, solidified with Iceland’s first place ranking on the 2016 Global
“lone wolves” or individuals who were inspired by ISIS, but not necessarily directed by
Peace Index.
more directly impacted
the organization itself.
It’s important to note that according to New York Times reporter Rukmini Callimachi,
areas such as Syria, Iraq,
Therefore, while a U.S. Military presence of some kind may be necessary in ISIS“ISIS wants us to engage them militarily. It would do wonders for their recruitment
afflicted areas, a further increase of U.S. Military personnel shouldn’t be the focus for
pitch.” However, we shouldn’t completely cease our current military operations in ISISTurkey and Afghanistan.
the fight ahead. Rather, it’s important that we focus on suppressing the spread of ISISheld areas as Callimachi later states that local forces such as the Kurdistan Worker’s Party
esque ideology both within the borders of America and its allies as well as more directly
can only succeed in pushing back ISIS thanks to indefinite U.S. air support.
impacted areas such as Syria, Iraq, Turkey and Afghanistan.
Nonetheless, if the U.S. and the rest of the world wish to effectively curb terrorism
ISIS’s ideology of war against the West and the establishment of an Islamic Caliphate
within their borders, it’s imperative that they start shifting their focus more toward
is one that attempts to appeal to any disenfranchised, isolated and aimless individual, regardless if they’re
dealing with the internal conditions that spur radical ideology. Tactics including improving economic
Muslim or not. Of 77 people arrested on terrorism charges after 9/11, 44 percent of them had prior criminal
infrastructure, reducing cultural marginalization and increasing community policing have proven to be
records, and 82 percent of those were between the ages of 19 and 33, which according to a report by the New
successful for preventing terrorism in the past. Shifting our focus toward such methods is vital if we wish to
York State Intelligence Center, such persons tend to be “less established, more impressionable, and therefore
reduce the proliferation of radicalistic ideology and in turn suppress terrorism in the long run.
more susceptible to radicalization.”
According to Harvard’s Shorenstein Center, France has shown to be an obvious hotbed for radical
Armin Haracic is a senior political science major. Contact Armin at haraciax@dukes.jmu.edu.

BENJAMIN WOLFIN | contributing columnist

Find your passion
For a large number of college students, the first question seems
to be, “What do you want to do?” For most, that’s a fair question.
However, college isn’t the place to prepare students for a job, but the
place to get students ready to be adults. Yes, many college students
use this time as a way to get ready for jobs. However, I think it’s the
growth students have while in college that prepares them for future
careers. College is the place meant to show you what you truly love
— the place to point you in the direction of your passion.
This past summer I had to search for that infamous “what I want
to do.” I had no idea. After working as a summer camp counselor for
four years, I had the ideals of responsibility and communication.
Unfortunately, I had no true direction or passion for what I wanted
to do.
Stories are the basis of most conversations, and if one knows how
to tell a story with detail, emphasis and sentiment, that story can go

a long way. My former camp counselor gave me an opportunity and
promised I would learn how to tell a story properly through digital
media. After being his camper for several summers, I would now be
contributing to every media project he had.
During the first conversation I had with my former camp
counselor, he said something that has stuck with me: “Storytellers
are never broke.” At the time I could only think of this in the
economic sense and not the literal. Storytellers have this skill
to attract people with their attention to detail. The strength to
remember the setting, the context in which the story happened. One
can hear it in the intensity of the voice; it’s almost as if this event
happened that day.
This quote sparked my passion for storytelling. He gave me a
platform to display this passion. He became my mentor. He took
time out of his work week to show me how to use certain media

applications, how to sketch ideas and how to create an appeal for a
large audience.
I looked forward to work weeks because I got to contribute and
learn. This digital media dealt with execution of videos for hired
clients. While on my first live project, I was able to see how to
execute professionally. Making sure everything from the lighting
to the platform being released was covered. No stone was left
unturned.
Students should try and find their passions, no matter what they
are. Falling into the trap of, “What do you want to do?” is a mistake.
The question should be, “What are you passionate about?”
Benjamin Wolfin is a junior writing, rhetoric, and technical
communication major. Contact Benjamin at wolfinbj@dukes.jmu.
edu.

SATIRICAL NEWS COLUMN

JULIA NELSON | The Breeze

Desolate D-Hall building
plot reminds us that we all
will die someday
By MATT MURPHY
The Breeze

Walking up to the Commons, students
are now instantly met with a sobering sight.
Where the illustrious Gibbons Hall once stood,
there’s now a void, as if the building that was
so integral to that area suddenly vanished. All
that remains is a contained wasteland of rubble
atop a concrete foundation. As you stare into
the empty space where D-Hall used to be, you‘ll
surely feel overwhelmed by the thought that
death is coming for us all.
Just as D-Hall was built to play its part in our
cosmic reality as the finest eatery in the world,
we were all created with a role to play that’s
beyond ourselves. Our purposes and aspirations
intertwine with those around us throughout
the noosphere as we look to make sense of the
mystery of existence. D-Hall had many answers
to this mystery: grilled cheese, buffalo mash,

COURTESY OF NETFLIX

Finally, the world has been graced with a cartoon
that’s not just horsing around: “BoJack Horseman.”
Hilarious satire, interesting animation and
complex character study fold into a beautiful
marriage in the Netflix original series that just
released its third season in July. Unlike other
cartoons for grown ups like “Bob’s Burgers” or
“Rick and Morty,” “BoJack” has a deeply ingrained
sense of darkness that’s coated with quirky, whipsmart humor that somehow produces an elevated
maturity.
The series is set in a world where
anthropomorphic animals and humans coexist
in every element of daily life. BoJack Horseman
(you guessed it, he’s a horse) is the protagonist of
the show, voiced by comedy comeback king, Will
Arnett. As a self-indulgent, washed up celebrity
who starred in a sitcom over 20 years ago about
a horse caring for three human children, he
represents the large number of young Hollywood
stars bogged down by addiction and low selfesteem. Think Charlie Sheen, but equine style. If
hay is for horses, vodka and cocaine must taste a lot
like hay to BoJack.

“BoJack” points a critical finger at issues
like drug abuse and alcoholism among stars,
oversexualization of young actors and pointless
reality TV gimmicks. Characters like Sextina
Aquafina, a promiscuously over-the-top dolphin
pop star, show how easily people are captivated by
the gaudy and ridiculous.
But what sets “BoJack” apart from similar
cartoons are the countless hidden jokes in the
background animation. They make each episode
rewatchable with the potential to pick up on new
details every time. The human-animal coexistence
opens up an entire world of zooelean humor that
never seems to get old. Mr. Peanutbutter, a golden
retriever, decorates his home with paintings of
tennis balls. He still chases the mailman, but not on
foot, in his car.
“BoJack Horseman” has all the brain of “South
Park” but it’s paired with actually enjoyable
animation and a wacky personality all its own.
It makes the audience question the integrity
and legitimacy of mass media while they
simultaneously wonder what animal they would be
in BoJack’s world.

peanut butter pie. Though these creations
will live on past D-Hall’s demise, the creator
became a sacrifice to time (and an $80 million
renovation).
From the loam we’re born and to it we shall
return. We can only hope that our own human
creations and legacies are as impactful as
D-Hall’s. It’s so easy to get caught up in the
squabbles of everyday life and forget that there’s
something here that transcends our petty
human concerns. The beautiful dining hall is
no longer with us because of the inevitable. We
craft our own destiny in relative vain, for death’s
grasp comes unexpectedly and waits for no one.
So if when walking through the Commons
you feel a sense of emptiness, a vacuum where
greatness once stood, let it serve as a reminder.
We’ll all eventually perish.
CONTACT Matt Murphy at
murph4ma@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Inside scoop
From coding to Colbert, JMU interns describe ups and downs of their summer internships
By Emmy Freedman and Julia Nelson | The Breeze

Navigating NASA

LOREN PROBISH / THE BREEZE

Junior computer science major Nicole Maguire took a semester off from JMU to work at NASA as a program
coder to help initiate the launch sequence and was also invited back for an internship during the summer.

“Hello world.”
That was the first programming code Nicole
Maguire and every other aspiring coder ever
printed to the computer screen. But unlike other
coders, Maguire can leave the coding world
knowing she made a lasting impression: She can
say her original code exists in at least 12 official
NASA documents.
Maguire has been working as an intern at the
NASA Kennedy Space Center near in Florida since
January when she accidentally applied and was
accepted to the agency’s spring program, rather
than its summer one.
“I’d only ever lived on a dining plan or with my
parents, so it was very weird to be working 40-hour
weeks trying to live on my own,” Maguire, a junior
computer science major, said. “But you can’t say
no to NASA, so I took it.”
Even though Maguire has been coding since
she was 15 years old and is the vice president of
Women in Technology, a group for JMU female
technology students, she still found NASA to be
a tough transition at times. She was the youngest

intern in the internship bullpen of coders and was,
at times, the only girl present in the room.
“The second internship was a little stressful in
the beginning,” Maguire said. “I was put with a new
mentor and it was me and a guy and the guy kept
getting credit for my work. But I eventually just let it
play out until it became clear that it was my work.”
Despite these setbacks, Maguire was still able to
leave a lasting legacy on NASA with her original
code, which she named “Imperio” after the Harry
Potter spell.
“I wrote this program from scratch that would
replicate images for image recognition of the
automated testing,” Maguire said. “No one thought
it’d be a big deal. And then when I left it took off
and they had to use it a lot.”
While Maguire enjoyed her experience at NASA,
she’s now set her sights on getting her Ph.D. in
robotics, hopefully from the California Institute of
Technology.
“This gave me a lot of confidence in myself and
my programming ability and just my ability to be an
adult,” Maguire said. “We’ll see where life takes me.”

Late nights at the ‘Late Show’
Imagine running across New York City,
precariously balancing a salad as you race
to deliver it in time for lunch. No, this isn’t a
scene from “The Devil Wears Prada” — it’s
Sarah Gilbert interning at “The Late Show with
Stephen Colbert.”
“I got there at 10 a.m. on my first day and by
noon, they’d given me an address and 40 dollars
and said ‘Here, go pick this up for me,’” Gilbert,
a senior communication studies major, said.
“And I didn’t want to ask any questions because
they’re so busy. So you just say yes and you go.”
That mentality sums up her attitude to a
summer that was so fun it flew by.
“You’re going a million miles an hour,” Gilbert
said. “I just stood back wide-eyed and soaked
it all in.”
Gilbert secured this internship in part
thanks to an aunt who knew a producer on “The
Colbert Report.” After a quick meeting, she got
the position and started working in multiple
departments that allowed her to work with
script and production as well as see people like

actor Liam Hemsworth and, of course, Stephen
Colbert, whom she described as friendly and
grateful.
“I was in charge of Scott Eastwood’s green
room,” Gilbert said. “He was walking down to
go on and he turned around and was like, ‘can
you get my phone?’ and I was like ‘You’re so
attractive.’”
But the most rewarding part of the internship
for her was just seeing everyone’s efforts in every
department come together each night in time to
tape the show at 5 p.m.
“They have to start from scratch every single
day and come up with new material,” Gilbert
said. “You work your butt off.”
Based on her experience, she hopes to soon
be a production assistant, running things
behind the scenes instead of running salads
around town.
“I learned a lot just being there,” Gilbert said.
“They always say New York is the fast-paced
living and it was, but I liked it. By the end, it
wasn’t as scary.”

JULIA NELSON / THE BREEZE

COURTESY OF SARAH GILBERT

LEFT Senior Sarah Gilbert spent her summer in NYC. RIGHT Gilbert poses in front of Colbert’s Ed Sullivan Theater.

Furnishing a new perspective

LOREN PROBISH / THE BREEZE

Junior Kevin Leaven spent his summer working as a marketing intern at a luxury furniture store in Brooklyn.

Sometimes you find love in the most unlikely
places, but Anna Williams found something
scarier: radiation poisoning.
Williams spent her summer interning in
health and safety for the National Air and Space
Museum of the Smithsonian Institute in both
the Washington, D.C., and Chantilly, Virginia,
locations as well as the museum’s storage facility
in Maryland.
Although she didn’t expect to be confronted
with so many public health issues — like
asbestos abatement and radiation exposure in
Cold War era compasses — at a space museum,
Williams was rewarded with multiple real-world
applications over the course of her internship.
“So we got to do [radiation testing] in the
lab and make sure that if something does get
put out on display, it’s not radioactive,” said
Williams, a senior health sciences major with a
concentration in public health education.
The Washington, D.C., museum is preparing
for a huge renovation, which Williams got
to help plan. Public health and safety issues
most people wouldn’t think about in terms of
building safety were on the forefront of her to-do

list each day.
“They have to take into account how to make
it safest in case of an active shooter, which is
not something you take into account back in
the ’70s when the original building was erected,”
Williams said. “The top Smithsonian safety
officers were talking about angles for machine
guns and all this stuff. This is a really serious
thing that could happen.”
The world of public health is vast, and her
Smithsonian internship allowed Williams to
realize what aspects of the field she’s most
interested in.
“I really like taking care of people and helping
people’s health on a wide scale,” Williams said.
“I like preventative health care.”
After finishing her summer, Williams decided
that she is 100 percent dedicated to pursuing
public health work, all thanks to her opportunity
with the Smithsonian.
“Even though I was a really little helper, it felt
cool to take part in ensuring the safety in one
of the world’s most visited museums,” Williams
said. “I can maybe say I helped make it a safer
place when that new building goes up.”

Nothing says culture shock like extending
your hand to greet your new boss only to find
out the gesture was culturally offensive.
Kevin Leaven, a junior communication
studies major, landed an internship with S & G
Fine Chair Collection, a small furniture company
run by an Orthodox Jewish family in Brooklyn,
New York, over the summer.
“When I went in to meet my boss, I wanted to
shake her hand, which is a no-no in Orthodox
Jewish customs,” Leaven said. “So she was like,
‘You have your culture, I have mine.’”
Through a recommendation from his uncle,
Leaven applied to a program run through the
Brooklyn Navy Yard, an industrial park with
over 350 organizations. From there, his public
relations background landed him a spot in the
furniture store.
The public relations skills Leaven learned
from his classes helped the store market to a
larger range of potential customers with a desire
for Italian furniture. He mapped out a marketing
plan on how they could extend their brand and
reach a larger audience.

“They based all their business off referrals
through a really tight-knit Orthodox Jewish
community,” Leaven said. “So they came to the
realization that there are other people that are
not Orthodox Jews that need furniture and are
willing to pay for it and can make more money.”
The company geared their sales at people with
an affinity for Italian-made furniture.
“They bought the frames from Italy because
that’s what their market demanded,” Leaven
said. “Older, Eastern European people love the
sound of ‘Italian furniture.’ So they’d buy the
frames and then do the upholstering themselves
and do custom ornamentation on the chairs.
That was their specific side of the market.”
Even though Leaven was living it up in
Brooklyn, his internship taught him something
important about himself.
“It might be kind of hard to believe, but
working for a furniture company is not the
sexiest job that ever was,” Leaven said. “I realized
that if I’m going to be working, I need to give it
my all. I need to be passionate about what I’m
doing otherwise I’ll be miserable.”

Radioactive success

COURTESY OF ANNA WILLIAMS

Anna Williams helped the Smithsonian Museum plan a safe, health-conscious construction of its new building.
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Strangely bingeworthy
Something spooky this way comes (to Netflix)
By JOANNA McNEILLY
The Breeze

COURTESY OF TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE

Winona Ryder stars as the mother of a young missing boy who becomes a town mystery in “Stranger Things.”

Check out more
internship stories
at
breezejmu.org/
life.

How often do you find a TV series you’re able to
watch over and over again? It’s difficult for me to
get this attached to a story and its characters, but
the moment I finished Netflix’s 8-episode series,
“Stranger Things,” I wanted
start it all over again. And
“Stranger to
for that, it has earned a top
spot on my list of favorites.
Things”
The science fiction series
 takes
place in the 1980s in a
Netflix
small Indiana town where
there’s an investigation
into the disappearance of
12-year-old Will Byers (Noah
Schnapp). Sound like your average “Criminal
Minds” or “Law and Order” episode? Don’t be
fooled. In the first episode we witness Will’s
disappearance and trust me, what happens is
unimaginable. Will’s mother, Joyce Byers, flawlessly
played by the ’90s era grunge queen Winona
Ryder, remains sleep-deprived as she frantically
searches for her son alongside police Chief Officer
Hopper (David Harbour). They uncover mysterious
government experiments, paranormal events and
horrifying secrets.
“Stranger Things” provides a nostalgic,
supernatural, ’80s feel, giving audiences a familiar
“X-Files” and “Super 8” flashback with some
Stephen King raw thriller effects thrown in. The
music of the opening sequence alone evokes a
thrilling chill down your spine, similar to King’s
stories, creating a premonition that perfectly sets
the icy mood for the show.
The show includes the theme of a high school
romance with a love triangle between Nancy

Wheeler (Natalia Dyer), Steve Harrington (Joe
Keery) and Jonathan Byers (Charlie Heaton).
Jonathan struggles to deal with the mysterious
disappearance of his brother but soon finds that
his high school crush, Wheeler, is also connected
to the investigation after her best friend, Barb,
goes missing. While Hopper works without rest to
uncover the investigation of these disappearances,
both Wheeler and Jonathan decide to take on an
investigation of their own. After the two go into
the night to search for their loved ones, they come
across something that could be from another
world.
Within each episode we watch events unfold
from the vantage point of the mother, the chief of
police, the love triangle and Will’s friends. The show
manages to be even more captivating (think “E.T.”
with amped—up horror) from the point of view
of Will’s friends, 12 year olds who ride their bikes
into the night only to find a young, soft-spoken,
wide-eyed girl named El with a shaved head and
a paranormal ability audiences won’t see coming.
Along with El, Will’s group of friends follow the trail
of the investigation and end up facing the unknown
territory of the government’s research facility.
Realizing that Will could potentially be in trouble,
this group of kids finds answers on their own.
There are moments when you’ll want to turn
away, but can’t. You’ll look behind you when
you’re alone, and you’ll even check if your doors
are locked at night. “Stranger Things” is the
first show to have that effect on me in a long,
long time. So sit back, try to relax and watch the
investigation into the disappearance of Will Byers
unfold in front of you.
CONTACT Joanna McNeilly at
mcneilje@dukes.jmu.edu.
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SOMERS | Candidate has history of support in Harrisonburg arts scene
from front

Finks has known Somers for almost a decade
and has been offering him advice on strategy
“When you’re with young people and throughout his campaign process.
politics in general, they want someone they
“He’s been involved in a variety of
can relate to,” Black said. “Everything about artistic endeavors over his time period [in
Paul’s personality as a Harrisonburg resident, Harrisonburg],” Finks said. “I think he’d be good
as a community member, as a small business at getting segments of town that get overlooked
owner … There’s a lot of potential there.”
and giving them a voice in government.”
As someone involved in the political sphere,
Even though Somers has found support in
the younger community, he knows that it’s hard Finks has learned that strong local candidates
to motivate people to vote in local
are the heart of the towns they
elections since hot-button issues “Local politics is
represent because they’re the
that the presidential candidates
with diverse experience
where the rubber ones
cover aren’t necessarily ones that
similar to the residents in the
hits the road.”
the city council can affect.
area.
“Local politics are
“We take stake in all these issues
everything,” Finks said. “Local
like Black Lives Matter, or share Mark Finks
politics decide more things
posts on Facebook about equality local democratic
that affect your day to day life
for women — all of these different committee leader
than national politics do. On
things that sharing Facebook posts
a national scale, they can talk
doesn’t do much to erode,” Somers
about things that may never
said. “Engaging with government at
a local level, you have much higher chances at affect you in your day to day life. So I think
local politics is where the rubber hits the
actually defeating those issues.”
Somers has found help from an old friend, road.”
Mark Finks, the vice chair for operations of
the Harrisonburg Democratic Committee and CONTACT Emmy Freedman and Julia
the general manager of Court Square Theater. Nelson at breezearts@gmail.com.

JAMES ALLEN / THE BREEZE

Local establishments, like Midtowne Market & Bottle Shop and White Unicorn Hair Salon, support Paul Somers with posters.

PHOTOS BY JAMES ALLEN / THE BREEZE

JAMES ALLEN / THE BREEZE

Paul Somers shakes hands with a supporter in front of The Golden Pony restaurant located on Main Street.
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Youthful Dukes look to
surprise conference foes
By BENNETT CONLIN
The Breeze

As field hockey teams across the country struggle
through the grind of preseason camp, underclassmen
look to senior leaders to help them adjust to the college
game. At JMU, the newcomers don’t have that luxury.
The Dukes, picked to finish second in the Colonial
Athletic Association behind the University of Delaware,
have zero seniors on their roster. The 22-person roster
consists of nine freshmen, nine sophomores and just
four juniors. While many would consider the lack of
seniors a shortcoming, the team begs to differ.
“We use it as our strength,” junior forward Melanie
Kusakavitch said. “We have lots of energy, we’re super
focused, we’re super excited all the time.”
Despite the lack of veterans, the Dukes don’t have
a shortage of talent. Junior forward and midfielder
Hannah Hall, junior goalkeeper Sara Kraeutler and
Kusakavitch all found their way onto the preseason AllCAA team, while sophomore forward and reigning CAA
Rookie of the Year Melissa Wilken earned an honorable
mention. The three Dukes tied Delaware for the school
with the most players on the All-CAA team.
Teams stacked with seniors might have one or two
players who become the voice of the team, but in JMU’s

case, its voice takes on many different tones.
“It also allows for every person to take a leadership role
no matter what age you are,” Kraeutler said. “Everybody
gets a say, which is really awesome to see. It gives you a
lot more perspectives than if you had like one set leader.”
JMU hopes it can follow the lead of numerous players,
while also staying true to the path head coach Christy
Morgan has put in place. Morgan, who led JMU to the
1994 national championship during her first stint as the
head coach of the Dukes, has worked to set a foundation
for future success since her return in 2014.
“The first thing you do when you’re rebuilding a
program is create a great culture,” Morgan said. “When
you have a culture with great work ethic, positive
thinking, possibility thinking, I think anything is
possible.”
Luckily for Morgan, the four juniors have bought into
her process and culture change.
“Our culture is extremely important to us,”
Kusakavitch said. “My three years here we’ve worked to
build a certain culture and build a system around this
team … She says, ‘Define yourself every time you step
out here,’ and that’s exactly what we do and that’s a part
of who we are.”
After back-to-back seasons of making the CAA
championship game
and a preseason national

COURTESY OF JMU ATHLETICS COMMUNICATIONS

Sophomore forward Melissa Wilken looks to make a pass.

ranking of 19 in the Penn Monto/National Field Hockey
Coaches Association poll, the Dukes are starting to see
results under Morgan’s watch.
“Before coach Morgan came in a few years ago we
were not even a recognizable program, but the coaching
staff has really elevated us,” Kraeutler said. “Each year
our rankings keep getting higher and higher.”
With a core of talented, young players and a veteran
coach with a championship pedigree, the Dukes hope to
achieve lofty goals this season.
“We’re trying to be the national champions; that’s our
goal,” Kraeutler said.
The Dukes begin their quest for a national championship
at home against 13th ranked Liberty University on Friday,
August 26 at 6 p.m.
CONTACT Bennett Conlin at breezesports@gmail.com.
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Back with a vengeance

Hungry for more

Men’s soccer looks to build on encouraging playoff run

Women’s squad is hoping to repeat as conference champs

CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

COURTESY OF JMU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS

Redshirt junior defender Toby Appleton attempts a shot in a preseason exhibition game against Virginia Tech.
By MATT WEYRICH
The Breeze

Despite posting a 5-10-4 record in last year’s
campaign, the JMU Men’s Soccer team made it
all the way to the conference semifinals before
falling to top-seeded Hofstra University 2-0. This
year, head coach Tom Foley will enter his second
season at the helm, looking to improve on their
record and move even further into the postseason.
The club boasts a strong defensive unit,
headlined by redshirt senior goalkeeper Kyle
Morton. Morton was named to the Preseason AllColonial Athletic Conference men’s soccer team
after converting 64 saves in 23 games last season.
Redshirt junior defender Toby Appleton earned
an honorable mention for the squad. He led the
team with 11 shots on goal.
“It’s really something that you have to justify
throughout the season because at the end of the
day, it’s only a preseason award,” Appleton said of
his selection. “We’re hoping that as a team we’ll
put in the work on the field and hopefully the rest
of the lot’s going to get involved in the awards as
well.”
JMU welcomed 15 incoming freshmen to make
up this year’s recruiting class, adding a wave of
young faces that’ll be looking to make an impact
all over the field. Eight players are graduates of
Virginia high schools, two are from Maryland and
the remaining five will be joining the Dukes from
overseas. The crop of international players hail
from Spain, Switzerland and Germany.
“One of our biggest challenges has been taking
17 returning players and 15 new players and
blending them into a style of play and finding out

the personality of the group,” Foley said of their
preseason camp. “I’m very pleased with how the
upperclassmen have handled it and how the new
players have come in and handled the challenges
that they’ve faced.”
The Dukes don’t kick off conference play until
mid-September, but will face stiff competition
against the likes of No. 26 University of Virginia
and No. 33 North Carolina State University in the
first few weeks to keep them on their game. JMU
is pre-ranked No. 175 in the NCAA Men’s Soccer
Rating Percentage Index.
“Our expectations are just to get to the
tournament,” Morton said. “We’re not really
looking towards the conference games, rather,
every game is just as important as the other.”
After ranking seventh in the CAA in goals
scored last season, the Dukes will look to instill a
more lethal offensive force. With a tough schedule
that features five opponents from last season’s
NCAA tournament, JMU’s offense will need to be
on top of their game. Between the nine offensive
player’s in this year’s recruiting class and 75
percent of their goal scoring returning from last
season, the Dukes like their chances.
The first match of the season will take place on
Friday, August 26 at 7:30 p.m. at University Park.
Lehigh University is in town for the Fairfield Inn
by Marriott JMU Invitational, joining Radford
University and NCSU to make for a competitive
field. The Dukes will have their work cut out for
them this season, but the team is welcoming every
bit of the challenge.
CONTACT Matt Weyrich at
breezesports@gmail.com.

Senior midfielder Allison Bortell makes a slide tackle in a match with Northwestern University. JMU fell 3-0.
the State in West Virginia.
This year, Lombardo has scheduled the
Dukes
with a brutal out-of-conference
Crawford scored 17 goals and had nine
schedule. The Dukes have already suffered
assists in her senior year of high school,
early losses to the University of Arkansas and
propelling her to First Team All-State honors.
Northwestern University, which are both Power
She also competed in many track and field
events, including the 100-meter dash. Crawford Five schools, and soon play Virginia Tech and
Indiana University.
has a career best time of 12.41 seconds in the
“It was intentional,” Lombardo said. “We
event, which helped her earn a fourth place
bowed out in the first round of the NCAA
finish in the 2014 Shippensburg Invitational.
tournament and the buzz in the soccer world
After Ellen Forrest graduated, there was
was that we didn’t really belong there. And we
competition for the keeper spot. It was a stiff
race throughout training camp, but through the have been using that to motivate us.”
The Dukes have shown they aren’t afraid
first two games sophomore Olivia Miller has
to play tough out-of-conference teams,
snagged the starting position. In Miller’s high
school senior season, she won NSCAA Player of but they also have their hands full with the
conference itself. The CAA boasted four teams
in the NCAA tournament in 2015 for the first
time in conference history. The College of
William & Mary, University of North Carolina
at Wilmington and Hofstra University all
advanced in the NCAA tournament, leaving
the Dukes as the only team to lose in the first
round.
In the CAA preseason poll, the Dukes
were not picked to finish first, even with the
Preseason Player of the Year on the team.
Rather, the defending champions were tabbed
to finish second. Hofstra and William & Mary
are both seen as two other contenders that will
make a run at the CAA crown this year.
The Dukes look to earn their first win at 7:30
p.m. on Friday, August 26 at the University of
CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE Richmond.
Freshman forward Phoebe Dinga reels back to make a CONTACT Harry Holtzclaw at
holtzchw@dukes.jmu.edu.
kick in the regular season match with Northwestern.
from front

Tough schedule keeps Volleyball team on its toes
With a challenging road ahead, the Dukes will look to redeem conference semifinal loss
think we’re capable of it this year. I feel really
confident.”
Since her freshman year, Goodman has
been a pivotal cog in the winning machine that
is JMU. Last season as a junior, the Powhatan,
Virginia, native led the CAA in kills per set with
4.41. Goodman currently sits seventh in the JMU
career kills leaderboard with 1,164 career kills.
So far this preseason, Goodman is pleased
with the team’s improvements, primarily on the
defensive side of the net.
“We’re definitely a better team defensively;
COURTESY OF JMU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS we’re more scrappy, we’re more eager to get
Senior right side hitter Janey Goodman tries to float the those balls up,” Goodman said. “It’s a passion of
ball over the defense in a match with Florida last season. ours to not let anything hit the floor.”
Head coach Lauren Steinbrecher, who now
heads into her seventh season at the helm of the
Dukes, has amassed a record of 107-74. She also
believes that last season’s Dukes have completely
By PETER CAGNO
transformed.
The Breeze
“Our defense is much better,” Steinbrecher
said. “I’m really pleased with our serve and pass
A heartbreaking two-point loss in the fifth set of
defense, and we’re so much deeper than we were
the Colonial Athletic Association semifinal match
last year.
against the College of Charleston ended JMU
It takes an immense amount of time to build a
volleyball’s outstanding season last November.
team into a winning machine, and the Dukes have
This year, the Dukes are ready to set the record
been nothing short of obsessed with winning since
straight and assume their role at the top of the
even before the preseason. First year strength and
conference.
conditioning coach Robbie Ormsby has worked
“I want to lead my team to a championship,”
with the Dukes all summer to get them into the
said senior right side Janey Goodman. “I really

best physical condition. Summer training allows
for the fall practices to focus on game technique.
The team’s relationship and camaraderie off the
court is a significant factor of the team’s success.
Senior middle blocker Hannah Radhi notes
that the team spends nearly every day together.
Between living together, having classes together
and practicing together, Radhi believes that this is
what builds such a strong family-like connection.
“To be able to compete with your best friends
and family, there’s no better feeling,” Radhi said.
“You can tell when we’re out there that we’re
playing for each other, everything you do, you do
with your teammates in mind.”
Part of the easy transition has been the faithful
leadership from the group of four seniors that the
rest of the team looks up to for guidance.
“They came in and worked hard and competed
every day consistently,” Steinbrecher said. “They
set the tone and the culture and the rest of the
team follows them.”
Goodman echoed Steinbrecher, noting that
consistency is key in building a championship
team.
“In my eyes we can do anything,” Goodman
said. “But mentally if we’re confident and
consistent and never let errors or mistakes get in
our way we can come back consistently mentally
and be focused, be controlled and be ready for
anything.”

The Dukes will certainly be put to the test this
season as they boast a challenging nonconference
schedule, with bouts coming against the likes of
PAC-12 powerhouse University of Washington,
and the University of Tennessee from the
Southeastern Conference.
“We have a lot of good opportunities to
compete in preparation for what’s most important
which is conference play,” Steinbrecher said.
The front half of the season will be consumed
by nonconference play, with several road
trips to places like Ithaca, New York; Fairfield,
Connecticut; and Washington, D.C. The latter half
of the 2016 campaign is dedicated to conference
play. The Dukes finished 14-4 in CAA play last
season.
After entering the conference tournament
as the No. 1 seed and being knocked out in the
semifinals, the Dukes are ready for redemption
this year.
“Every day we go out and compete and get
better with the ring in mind,” Radhi said. “The ring
is our drive this preseason and we’ve done a great
job of bringing it every single day.”
The Dukes kick off the 2016 season on Friday
August 26 at 12:30 p.m. when they face the Eagles of
North Carolina Central University.
CONTACT Peter Cagno at
cagnopx@dukes.jmu.edu.
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ARMIN HARACIC | contributing columnist

Finding a
The drinking age
middle ground should stay as it is
There must be balance between economy
and environment

In an election year, it often seems
all wake up to the fact that we’re impacting
as though everyone we know and love
the environment.
begins to lose their mind a bit, pumping
The following statements aren’t my
themselves full of information to back
opinion, they’re facts — facts that we
their political ideologies, waiting for the
must accept and work to reverse. In
moment they can spew it on a disagreeing
, the Intergovernmental Panel on
peer.
Climate Change stated that there’s
Everyone knows the usual suspects as
now “unequivocal” evidence that the
far as political topics are concerned: the
atmosphere and oceans are heating and
economy, immigration, foreign policy,
noted that the changes are a result of
the deficit, the environment and so on
anthropogenic greenhouse gases (gases
and so forth. On each of these topics, the
released from human activity).
candidates position themselves on one
As we speak, species on Earth are
extreme of the spectrum or the other, a
disappearing at a rate never observed
political strategy that’s deemed necessary
in history. Extinction is a natural
to successfully advance past each stage of
phenomenon; however, species are
the election. As the election draws closer
currently going extinct at a rate , to
to the primary, we typically observe the
, times the normal rate.
candidates slowly sliding more toward the
The ocean is heating and acidifying,
middle in their respective stances, often
and as a result we’re seeing mass coral
evoking a sigh of relief for the average
bleaching and a die off species reliant on
voter.
the coral as well a greater collapse in the
One topic in particular that I’ve
surrounding ecosystems as the effects
found myself constantly evaluating and
move their way up the food chain.
debating is the relationship between the
Thermal expansion in the oceans waters
environment and the economy. I like
and the melting of glaciers and ice sheets
to think that as a business major and
are forcing sea levels to rise at rate not
an environmental activist, my opinion
seen in  centuries. Ocean levels are
is reasonably objective, but I must
subsequently estimated to rise between .
disclose that my heart often lies with the
and  feet over the next century — levels
environment. The issue I’ve found is that
that would displace mass populations (
among the candidates, the media and the
percent of the world’s population lives
usual peers I have this debate with, these
within  kilometers of the coast).
two entities have been generally deemed
The list of effects goes on and on, but
mutually exclusive. If one is to be fully
I fear that I’m digressing from my main
healthy, the other must be sacrificed.
point. The issue is that we’re reluctant to
This idea has troubled me greatly, mostly
address these problems because of an
because in my
inherent belief that
opinion and the
to do so would mean
If we can integrate
opinion of many
financial sacrifice. In
sustainably minded
some areas that may
sustainability into our
business owners
be true, but even then
culture, our business
and entrepreneurs,
it would be a small
these two areas aren’t
sacrifice compared to
models and our
only not mutually
the cost of, say, moving
consumption habits,
exclusive, they’re
the entire population
dependent upon one
and infrastructure of
we can make a drastic
another.
Staten Island and the
impact for the better.
A popular situation
LaGuardia Airport, a
in which I see this
small scale example
argument arise is in
that would still cause
the area of renewable
devastating economic
energy. The Keystone
blows.
XL Pipeline, the Atlantic Drilling Proposal,
If we can integrate sustainability into
the LNG plant off the coast of New York
our culture, our business models and our
and a myriad of other projects all conjure
consumption habits, we can make a drastic
up an immense amount of debate. While
impact for the better. A shift to renewable
each project is different, the debates
energy can create unlimited business
generally seem to be the same: One side
opportunities as new companies emerge
argues vehemently that the project will
and more efficient technologies replace
create jobs, decrease reliance on foreign
the archaic petroleum and coal industries
oil and stimulate local as well as national
(this replacement would be a beautiful
economies. In many cases, this same side
showing of capitalism). We can renovate
argues that the U.S. would miss out on an
our current coal infrastructure and replace
incredible financial opportunity by caring
it with solar and wind plants. Sustainable
more about the environment. On the other
farming and fishing methods can ensure
side, the argument is usually focused on
that entire industries don’t collapse under
the potential disaster of an accident or
the pressures of growing consumption.
spill. Citing previous disasters as support,
Minor alterations in diet and energy
they argue that the job creation figures
consumption, such as vegetarianism or
are inflated and inaccurate, and they
driving a hybrid car, can have mass rippling
cite the potential dangers of increasing
effects and alleviate the pressures on our
the country’s reliance on nonrenewable
current energy systems.
energy.
There’s a massive economic opportunity
So what do we need to do to ensure
in the green movement, and methods of
that these issues are solved progressively
sustainability don’t just improve the health
in the future? We have to find a middle
of the environment, but also the health
ground that both camps can reasonably
and growth of our current economy. The
agree upon without just accepting some
economy and the environment aren’t
projects, denying others and calling it even, mutually exclusive — we need not sacrifice
a compromise that really doesn’t help
one for the health of the other, and the
anyone.
sooner we change our attitudes on this
The reality is that we’re going to need
issue, the sooner we can begin making
to change our ways. I don’t care if you’re
changes for the better.
a democrat, a republican, a libertarian, a
socialist or anything in between, if you’re a
Spencer Munson is a senior
citizen of this country and a citizen of this
management major. Contact Spencer at
world, it’s pertinent to our survival that we
munsonsc@dukes.jmu.edu.

Which is a more revered totem of collegiate joy? An
raising the drinking age back to . Over time the effects
economics textbook or the collection of tequila bottles
of NMDAA, in addition to legal interventions such as
standing on your kitchen shelf? While I can’t represent
increased DUI policing, are responsible for a  percent
everyone’s opinion, I’ll say that I’ve spent hours spraying
decrease in alcohol related traffic fatalities. Thanks to
my tequila collection with perfume and cleaning it with
NMDAA, the number of traffic deaths involving  to
Lemon-Lime Windex, while my “Introducing Cultural
-year-olds has fallen from , in  to , in 
Anthropology” textbook remains tattered, grime-stained,
and the U.S. Department of Transportation estimates that
marinated with horsefly guts and lodged somewhere deep the law alone prevents , traffic fatalities each year.
in the boiler room of my apartment.
It’s important to note that NMDAA doesn’t outlaw
Alcohol has brought many a joy — and misery — to
the consumption of alcohol of those under , only
our abodes as according to a Gallup poll from last July. 
the purchase, with the exception of Alabama, Indiana,
percent of all college graduates have reported consuming
Kansas, Michigan, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Vermont
alcohol, with  percent of current students stating that
and D.C. which outright ban minors from engaging in
they have no trouble getting it. With its various uses
alcohol use.
such as wine’s ability to help us stay relaxed during 
Some may ask why the U.S. has a  and over drinking
a.m. Calculus studying and vodka’s
age when other countries don’t.
effects of making Tyga sound OK,
Again, much of that has to do with
2014
research
from
alcohol consumption seems to
driving. The people in the U.S. drive
public health and safety
have become as essential to the
far more than in other developed
collegiate experience as GCOM and
countries with the average American
experts found that
self-loathing.
driving about , miles over a four
keeping the drinking age
And I still believe that the drinking
year period compared to , in the
age should stay at .
United Kingdom and , in Sweden.
at
21
not
only
reduced
Let me be the first to say that
In addition there are . fatalities
traffic fatalities but
I frequently engaged in drinking
per million motor vehicles in the U.S.
alcohol during both my high
compared to the European average of
also protected drinkers
school and early college careers
 fatalities per million motor vehicles.
from alcohol or drug
(incidents that ranged from euphoric
While alcohol use is lower in the U.S.
to sickening) and for that, I may
than in most European countries,
dependence,
suicide,
come across as hypocritical in my
the fact that the U.S. drives more and
homicide and adverse
opinion. However, my reasoning
that driving on average tends to affect
for wanting the drinking age to
more people than alcohol use, I’d say
birth outcomes.
remain the same has less to do with
that the latter factor is a more prudent
Puritanical assumptions as to how
justification for NMDAA.
“the youth should be” and more with
 research from public health
how alcohol use affects the outside
and safety experts found that keeping
populace. Psychological issues involving substance abuse
the drinking age at  not only reduced traffic fatalities but
such as alcoholism, obesity and drug use ought to be dealt also protected drinkers from alcohol or drug dependence,
with on an individual basis. I don’t believe that it should
suicide, homicide and adverse birth outcomes. The
be the government’s job to tell you what you can or can’t
issue of drunk driving fatalities involving  to -yearput into your body. My concern is when that substance
olds hasn’t vanished, but has rather been effectively
abuse starts to affect the people around us; case-in-point,
contained, which is as good of a compromise as can be
drunk-driving accidents.
when it comes to balancing individual liberties and public
Following the st amendment’s repeal of prohibition,
safety. It may feel frustrating and limiting to be able to
most states set their drinking age to . In the s and
serve in the Armed Forces in Iraq and not able to drink
‘s however, almost every state lowered its drinking age
a Heineken at a movie theater, but given the significant
to  years leading to an increase in alcohol related traffic
number of lives that have been saved as a result of
accidents making up  percent of all traffic fatalities, with NMDAA, it’s a disproportionate restriction worth having.
two-thirds involving people aged -. Drunk driving
was deemed a public health crisis leading to the passage
Armin Haracic is a senior political science major.
of the National Minimum Drinking Age Act in July 
Contact Armin at haraciax@dukes.jmu.edu.

SATIRICAL NEWS COLUMN

Trump purchases island, declares
it country of Trumptopia
By YASMINE MAGGIO
The Breeze

KEY WEST, Fla. — Just a week after losing the
race for presidency, Republican candidate Donald
Trump has taken matters into his own hands. He’s
purchased an island off the southern coast of Florida
and named it Trumptopia. He’s declared the island an
independent country.
“I’m too good for America,” Trump commented
after the election results. “Who needs ’em?”
While his biggest problem with America proved
to be “making it great again,” the biggest challenge
Trump’s facing with Trumptopia seems to be making
it great in the first place. Standing by his antiimmigration beliefs, he’s refusing to let people on
the island, including his wife Melania and his five
children. This leaves him with no one to help him
build his country.
“The last thing I need on this island right now are
temperamental women with blood coming out of their
eyes, blood coming out of their wherever,” Trump
said in an interview, which took place in a helicopter

flying over Florida to avoid any illegal immigrants on
his island.
So far there’s been no report of any groups fighting
for entry into the country.
Trump is currently in the process of searching the
depths of Trumptopia for islanders to conquer.
“I still don’t want black guys counting my money!
I hate it. The only kind of people I want counting
my money are little short guys that wear yarmulkes
every day. I’m confident I’ll find them somewhere in
Trumptopia.”
Once Trump gathers a following, he plans to build
a wall around the island.
“I will build a great wall — and nobody builds walls
better than me, believe me — and I’ll build it very
inexpensively.”
Despite a lack of international relations between
Trumptopia and Mexico, Trump still vows that Mexico
will pay for the wall.
“Mark my words,” he said.
CONTACT Yasmine Maggio at
maggioym@dukes.jmu.edu.
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